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Theory Into Practice:
Standards Into Classrooms
and
Into the Hands and Minds of Students
Introduction

Volatile discussions about the development and implementation of State
Standards have surrounded and involved me for the last few years as the
Juneau School District's Grants Writer. Many of my colleagues served on the
state committees charged with standards development and because of their
involvement I have been a part of many office discussions about the realities
of implementing standards in the classroom. My sense is that their work and
their discussions have always focused around students and what would be
meaningful for them. That is as it should be and I applaud their perspective.
But what has continually been a mystery to me, regardless of the discussions

that I have participated in, is what happens when a teacher attempts to
implement these state standards in the classroom? This became my central
focus for conducting a classroom research project. The question, of course,
leads to another very big question: how does the implementation of
Standards change curriculum and assessment? But that is a question for a
subsequent study.
Background

For purposes of my research question, I felt it would be valuable to talk to
other teachers who have tried to actually implement standards into their
classroom. Also of great value would be giving it a try with students in my
Wickersham Project (a project I

implemented as

part of my teacher

internship) and to follow those student experiences as we progressed. As the
Wickersham Project evolved, I leaned heavily on the English/Language Arts

Standards and the Social Studies Standards as my measuring stick or
assessment tool since I had no previous professional teaching experience
from which to gauge what a "regular" Social Studies classroom or a "regular"
English classroom should be covering. As I began to lean on the Standards as
my yardstick and simultaneously learned more about using objectives in my
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lesson plans I began to see the value of sharing objectives with students. So
why not actually share the Standards with studente?

In trying to come up with a form to allow me to do this, I spoke with a
number of people. My best advice seemed to be that it is not enough to simply

give students the Standards. What they really need is targets or goals that
make sense to them. As I mulled this over, I realized that I had carved out
many Wickersham Project activities that were naturally these step-by-step
goals or targets and which fit particularly well under a number of the Social
Studies and Language Arts Standards. By fit well, I mean that by doing the
activity a student begins to meet or master that particular standard. So the
decision, of course, was to come up with a form that specified the Standards
but which also included specific project activities or targets toward which
students will work. My view of these targets is that they put the Standards
into a context for students which, we know as educators we must do in order
for school work to be meaningful for them.

As I began to think about using this kind of form with students and the value
they might see in it because of its potential to show them their progress, 1
realized that it might be possible to quantify this progress through the use of
certificate(s) of mastery. This is definitely a sub-question which I will examine

in the future (see "Research Question Chart" for further clarification of
research project).

A Small Window in Time
The primary question for my research project was:
What happens when students are given the State Standards with
project activities specified as targets or goals toward which they
may work?
Sub-q u esti ons:

Is it effective to provide students the Standards in handout
form with a place for their self-assessment of progress toward
1.

project goals?
2. How have other teachers tried to do this?
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3. What value do teachers place on it? Does it help them to
quantify why they are doing particular activities?
4. Does it improve student achievement or motivation?
5. Does it improve student understanding of why they are doing
the project activities?

6. Does it help to quantify activities this way in order to
demonstrate to students how much they actually accomplish
during a project?
7. Is it possible that this is a step toward Certificates of Mastery?

Theoretical Foundation

What I am currently finding is that I am also learning a great deal more
about the topic I have chosen to study which of course is tremendously
helpful in my pilot project. Once I had defined my research question it made
sense to go back into ERIC and start looking for "standards" related articles.
But what I found is that even with the appeal of standards-based education,
research documenting its effects is fairly rare (Evans, 12). As Evans and King
state (1992) "An earlier literature review reported that existing evidence was

largely perceptual, anecdotal, and small scale, and our recent search for
additional published information led to the same conclusion. Testimonials,
speeches, and narrative descriptions may be inspirational and helpful, but
they provide little solid ground on which to build a reform movement."
I found it valuable to talk to others who are working to implement standards

to discuss what kinds of things they are using as landmark studies. But I
didn't really begin to be able to locate my research in a theoretical framework
until I read Lynn Erickson's "Stirring the Mind, Heart and Soul." In her book,
I found the basics for true integrated curriculum which is where I started my
literature search. I wasn't sure how or why I ended up with a research

question related to standards until the proverbial "ah ha" occurred to me
while engrossed in the po .; of her book. As I read what she has written
about ;tudent outcomes, which are really what the state standards are, several
things became clear for me and my theoretical framework for my research
project began to gel.
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A Clearer Focus

The 21st Century requires work and living skills that are highly sophisticated
compared to the past. We as teachers can no longer be the "dispensers" of
information because there is no way we can know it all. The same is true of

stthaents, so rather than memorize a limited amount of information they
must learn to be life long learners who can critically analyze the huge amount

of information available to us all. The focus is no longer on what students
know, but on what students can do with what they know; the new driver for
education (Erickson 1995). Thus we have developed outcomes, also known as

state standards. So how do Standards differ from the traditional objectives
that teachers have been using in their lesson plans for years?
"Traditional objectives focus on a specific piece of content or an
identified skill. Process outcomes or standards are complex
demonstrations of individual, and personal development.
Traditional objectives lead to direct transfer of learning:
[Standards] outcomes facilitates elevated or higher level, transfer
of learning" (Erickson 1995).

As we focus on Standards/outcomes then it is natural for curriculum and
instruction to change. Traditionally we have focused on content area skills
(the objectives) but now teachers must focus on complex demonstrations of
individual development or higher level learning as a way to assess what
students can do with what they know (outcomes/standards). For curriculum
this means it will be focused around major concepts that will require use of
increasingly sophisticated cognitive and language process skills (Erickson
1995). These concepts are mental constructs that are timeless, universal, and
abstract. They are a higher level of abstraction than facts in the structure of
knr wledge and can be used in integrated curriculum as well as single-subject
cu rricu 1 u m .

conduct my research as to what happens when standards are
So as
implemented into the classroom, I am doing so in an environment (my pilot
project within the Phoenix Program) where there is an effort to focus
curriculum around a major concept through an integrated curriculum as a
I

way to work toward meeting State Standards.
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Thus it became clear to me, after much reading, how and why I came full
circle from integrated curriculum to a question related to the

implementation

of standards in the classroom. Therefore this bibliography includes works
from both areas and is by no means exhaustive but rather is limited by the
time constraints of the research project itself.
Setting

1 conducted my study within an English class in the Phoenix Program, a
schooling option available to 140 students at the Juneau-Douglas High School
in Juneau, Alaska. The Phoenix, now in its second year, is led by a team of six
dedicated educators determined to provide an integrated curriculum to
students that is project-based and technology rich. It is supported in part by
BBN, an awardee of the New American School Design Corporation.
Mathematics, Sciences (Biology, Chemistry, Physics), Social Studies, English.
and Technology are offered to 9-12 students in multi-age/grade classrooms

where curriculum is integrated through project work and connected to an
essential question. The groups of seven students studied for this project were
in a sophomore/junior class of 25 students. As a teacher intern, I piloted a
special project called "Bringing Law to a Lawless Land: Judge James
Wickersham," which is an integration of English and Social Studies
connected to the real world via student produced projects that are actually
being used by the Wickersham House managers in its promotions.
Data Collection
Data collection included the following:

Teacher Interviews

I interviewed other teachers who had made an attempt to or were
currently using/implementing State Standards in their classrooms. I
set a limit of conducting no more than 10 interviews with the overall

objective of finding out exactly how they were approaching the
problem (was it similar to my approach or quite different?). I also
wanted to know what they found to be useful or helpful in their
endeavor i.e. had they approached it in a way that was meaningful for

students? What kinds of forms had they designed to use. Did their
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students have a hard time understanding the jargon of the Standards?
Did they have to "translate" them into something more meaningful
for students? How did exposure to Standards help or hinder student
progress?

Student Interviews
I interviewed the seven students involved in the Wickersham Project
to whom I introduced the State Standards form (see attached). I had

planned to interview them at two different times, once as they first
receive the forms in order to document their initial reactions and again
after they have had a chance to use it and relate to it. But I found I did
not have enough time to work with them on the form to make a postinterview meaningful for this study. So I settled for a single interview
which, oddly enough, provided a great deal of insight and possibilities
for triangulation.
Student Journals
I

regularly read students' journals (it was part of their Research

Notebooks they had to keep for English class) as their work proceeded
on the Wickersham Project. I periodically copied for inclusion in my
research any written information about the Standards themselves or
the use of the form of which they had made note.
Student Observations
Observations of these students were made during class time to look for
any oral references to the Standards or to the form itself.

Student Reponses on the Standards Form

The Standards Form has a spot for student and teacher comments.
Students were given time in class to respond to project activities as
they relate to the Standards. I collected these as I neared the due date for
my Data Collection Report in order to include their comments.

I also developed a permission form for my students and their parents to sign
so that I could include their responses in my research project (see attached).
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Data Analysis

I had expected to find that teachers were either genuinely enthused about
implementing standards in their classrooms and undaunted by the increase
in paperwork or the effort toward chailge that goes hand in hand with it, or

they would be doubtful of how well it can work because of student
reaction/parent reaction or the need for documentation. I was almost certain
that their reactions would not be black and white but rather would contain

some elements from each camp depending, of course, on their actual
experience with implementation.

In all of my data collection, I anticipated that I would eventually be looking

for common responses throughout. I hoped that I had developed enough
methods for data collection that I would be able to see some common threads
emerging, supported by a variety of data.
Results/Insights and Actions
My data, once analyzed closely, fell into two categories: the teacher perspective
and the student perspective. From the data collected via student interviews,

student journals, and student observations I was able to really gain a good
idea of what students think about the Standards themselves and they way
they think they ought to be used. In fact, in one interview, a student said,
"Well isn't this the stuff we are obviously working toward? It's so obvious!"
Of real interest to me was the fact that students were highly accepting of the
Standards when introduced to them. My journal entry from early in the study
revealed this acceptance:

"I handed out the Standards form I have devised to use with
them. Surprisingly enough (as I observed their responses) they
didn't moan and groan much. I told them how the form works
and that the standards are set by the state as outcomes. Many of
our project activities relate to certain standards and I pointed
that out. We will keep the form in our Research notebooks to
use periodically i.e. check bibliographies lets write a comment
about that in the appropriate spot. They seemed to accept that
this is part of the documentation I am asking them to keep that
we will wort. on it together in class. A big "whew" from them
Mecum - p. 7

when they realized it's not more work or another assignment. I
said we might even pre, nt to the School Board and nobody
protested."

Hand-in-hand with this

1

ir

cceptance of the Standards was the utter

confidence students have in th r teachers to develop project activities aimed
at meeting particular !:',tandal- !-- that are appropriate for a particular grade
level or age. Stud,Iso voi, d their acceptance that project activities were
"causing" them to
toward i particular Standard. One student wrote that

she could see that isv doing t: c Wickersham research paper that she was
workii _; toward Sim !
yen picked out which ones were relevant
when she wrote:
"C3, C2, Cl, 131, B2, Al, A2, A3, A4, D3, + D4 all apply to our
research project because we will be doing these things in order to
produce our r"search paper."

This may have been because the form was set up to show which project
activities related to particular Standards but in her free-write she specifically
listed these particular Standards. She had taken the time to look it over and
make the connections. In my journal I recorded the following:
"Got some "standards" feedback from my Wickersham students

to add to data collection. Interestingly, they just accept this
intrusion into their day and the changes are treated as no big
deal. They seem to make the connection easily that the project
activities are "causing" them to meet the standards."

Most impressive to me was the number of times the data showed that
students realized that the form that I had put before them has no means for
measuring their achievement toward Standards. The form (see attached) has
only the categories Initial, Emerging, and Mastery. Many of them realized on
their own that I needed to develop or use a rubric to be able to assess their
progress. I attribute this to the fact that they had been exposed to this concept
already with other teachers and so were used to using the rubric which rates
them on a one-to-five-scale. During an interview one student responded to
Mecum - p. 8
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the question of "How could the form be done better to niake it easier for you
to use?" by saying "Needs a rubric the current form has no rubric!" Another
said, "still need a rating scale." But surprisingly, they commented that my
form showed them nicely how the project was integrated (with English and
Social Studies) because they could see which project activities related back to
which Standard.
Disappointment loomed, however, when I realized (during data analysis) that

students did not find a move to Standards to be much different than using
grades. They had trouble seeing the difference between letter grades and
Standards because they see an A as being equal to mastery (or a four on the
rubric since a 5 means they have exceeded the Standard). One student said
when asked if they would like to do away with grades and work only toward
standards:

"Standards are similar to grades

they don't give anymore

information, it's just a different way of saying it."

Another student noted that

"I might not know whi( h standard l'0
1.ii
no idea of which stanibrd I met. And it',
'from letter grades. An "A" equals m.,, t. iv ,,,\
Many of the student attitudes ond views
teacher perspectives. Almost all of the teacliers

don't find the Standards thenp;elves pat ticylo

taBI have
i

to move away

e are supported by
Lwed said that students
.eaningful. In fact, they

think students consider them to be jarpm.

agree that rather than
focusing on the Standards themselves, it is
e important to focus on
project activities that students can relate to. So teachers reportedly use them
mostly for planning purposes when designing projects. Rather than using a
form that has all the Standards on it and providing it to students, they tend to
use a handout that explains a particular project and simply list the relevant
Standards at the bottom of the sheet. During a student interview, one student
said:
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"My Social Studies tt 'cher puts the Stan.la i(s) on the handout
or on the test paper. Th.n when he hands back the graded teq,
he explains you met a i,tandard(s). It's nice to know that you've
met standards but I'm not sure of the value to outsiders."

Teachers said that when moving toward Standards, which they view as an
innovative way to move kids through the system (i.e. smart kids don't need
seat time), it causes everything else to change as well; curriculum, scheduling,
assessment, and community links all begin to "need" to change as Standards
are implemented. Curriculum changes as it is redesigned around conceptual

organizers that will push students toward high level thinking. Instruction
changes as the role of teacher evolves into facilitator/coach rather than
lecturer. The schedule is changed to accommodate the redesigned curriculum
and instruction. And assessment changes as rubrics are introduced and begin
to take their place next to t: iditional letter grades, if not replace them. The
question is whether to choose one small piece on which to focus or to try to
change all of it all at once. Te 'tilers agree that any changes made require the
backing of the School Board.
Several would agree that working toward Standards changes which materials
they use for teaching because currently textbooks don't address or incorporate
the Standards. Textbooks tend to reinforce the teaching of lower level skills
on the Bloom's Taxonomy by forcing "rote" learning of facts. When working
toward Standards, the tendency is to break out of the mold of teaching from
the book because of the need to move students to outcomes. They also said
that the logical progression of activities changes because they are not teaching
out of a book. And several said they still feel the need to translate Standards
achievement into gra,les for others to understand it. One teacher said,
"Standards a e worth pursuing from an instructional
standpoint. I'm not evecting gratitude from parents or students.
But I still have to translate it into grades because they

understan,1 grades. So on my grading reports students see a
rubric score (1-5) for the standard(s), a percentage grade, and a
letter grade."
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There was a divergence of opinion as to whether the Standards remove the
false barriers between subject areas. One teacher thought the Standards were
particularly compartmentalized, just as secondary education has been in the
past. Yet, teachers observed, as did the students, that students have a great
deal of confidence in teachers to just try it!

Conclusions as to Usefulness of the Research
From my limited study, I have found a number of reoccurring themes as the
educators and students I observed try to implement Standards in the
classroom. The information I gained from this study would be useful to

educators considering a change toward Standards or to those who have just
embarked on that path. But I think other educators will identify with many of
the struggles they are seeing with respect to the changes that are necessitated
in instruction and assessment.

I found that teachers in my study are approaching the implementation of
Standards in their classrooms in similar yet unique fashion. They use them
primarily for planning. But not just for planning on a day to day basis when
developing lesson plans. They are using them as a basis for alternative

programs such as the Phoenix Program which focuses on conceptual
organizers and integrated curriculum. Within that context, they use them to
plan the curriculum a year at-a-time, to plan the major projects within the
curriculum, and for assessment of student progress. Even though the primary
use of the Standards is for planning purposes, these teachers also put the
Standards in the hands of the students much as is done with the accepted
practice of sharing learning objectives with students. Some do so by putting
the applicable Standard(s) at the top of the page of the project/assignment

handout or simply by writing them on the board at some point so the
students can see them.
Generally, however, I get the sense that teachers view the Standards as
something akin to the District Curriculum it stays on the shelf and one

would never dream of bothering students with it because they simply
wouldn't care to have to read through it. It is something that teachers must
interpret and use to guide their instructional prices. My own perception is
that Standards do differ from traditional gradis in that they give students
Mecutn - p. 1
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something tangible to work toward. When their efforts are rated on a rubric
(which should be provided to them at the beginning of an
assignment/project) then they can see exactly what is required of them to
meet or exceed the Standard. So rather than receiving a nebulous "B" after
their work is done, a student might receive an "M" for mastery because they
completed their work at that
on the rubric which was shared with them
at the beginning of their work.
StandardsThased iii4 i, Lion t.
to necessiLite change in curriculum and
instructio; and can
.'n rrc.Licitate a change the daily schedule to allow

more project time
teachers teach in thc

Hi.

'1

\lost importantly, it also changes the way
ley become more of a facilitator as students

take responsibility ;c th6i

.1 learning and work on r-ojects that are
focused on around a conccptu 11 organizer. They are not the dispensers of

knowledge even thoLIOL thcy are considered an expert in their content area.

I hope that this study will give others some insight about some of the day-to-

day challenges of implementing Standards into their teaching. Knowing
others are moving ahead in this new area might help to spur reluctant folks
to action and reinforce those who already facing the daily challenges. I
certainly have learned a great deal about the dynamics of implementing
Standards in my classroom and will continue to grow as a teacher because of
the work I have done in this study.
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Student Interview Questions
11/95

1. What is your general impression of the State Standards you have seen so far (as
things you should be able to do)?

2. Are other teachers LY:ing stani. ids in the work you are doing in their classes? How?
Explain?

3. Would you like to do av,;iy wili r :ides and work only toward standards?

4. Does the form help you to get a sense of how much progress you have made on a
project? Do you like checklists?

5. How could the form be done better to make it easier for you to use?

Other Comments:

Permission Form
Dear Student and Parents:

This semester I am conducting a research project within the Third Period
English Class to determine what happens when teachers begin to actually use
the State Standards in the classroom. I will be interviewing teachers and
students, reviewing student journals, and making observations in the
classroom as part of my student teaching to gain a better understanding of
how the use of these Standards actua!ly works.
In any reports using this research, a fictitious name will be used to protect
your child's privacy. I would appreciate your signing this permission form
below, so that I may use the information I learn from your child to share with
a wider audience.

1,2

Barb Mecum
MAT Student Teacher

Child's Name

Parent or Guardian
Date

Wickershain Pmject 1995
Alaska State Standards Check Sheet

Social Studies Standards
Corresprmding Project Activities

Staudnd

APrk'i
to
rTufxt

Student/Teacher
Comments

lritial

Erna,*

Mastery

A. All Alaska students will
undemtand that history is a record ot
huina I experience linking tlw past to
the present and the future.
I, U uteistand chrunclugicil
traniewurks for or5aniitrig htitorkal
tnough and be able ff., llacc :igniticant
iiltias, .nstitt tionc, people anc events
within hint. wqutncr.
A 'Z. Know that the interpretatiuti ut
t istors, rnov uhanr with time
A

A.3. Necegnive different theonl'C (It
l-eit,iry, dcteit the weaknesses in bioad
Fc r wral r.,:a t ions, ;sad evaluate

the cehatcs

ci historians.
A.4. If-tdemand tut history retie,: ,oi tht
hteriitiitation of eviderce.
A 3. understand that history Is a CC Tratox
inkl in wally voiccs whith express various

....

perspretives uf historical experience.
4.6. know that cultural elements such as
language, literature, the arts, customs anti
Whit systems are retlettive ct the ideas
and atiitude; of a specific Om and how
these influence human inteuction.
ft. 7. Understand that history is dyrarroc

and corn osod of key turning poi nts.
A. S. Know that history is a bridge to

I. nderstanding other peoples and the
vidtvrdual's relationship to society.

.......)

BEST COPY

..---

A. 9. Understand that higory ,s a
randarnenta" connection which uniiies all
f:elds of hunan inderstanding and
endeavor.

E. All Alaska st4dents will
undezstanci historkal theimes through
knowledge of time, place, ideas,
institutions, culture, people and
events.
fil. Comprehend the ferces far change
and continu ty thn shape human history
t -trough the fullownig persistent
or ,anitin . themes.
a. the developmect of cultures, the
unergence cf civilizations, and the
accOniplisti meat/ a i ista kes et such tome-

cf social nr inizations.
b The relatbnship betwoen human
asnirninitie; and climate, subsistence
Lase, iesoures, geogtaphy and
L.( hriolou.:.
c. The origins and iinpai ts of ideilegies,
religions, and institutions upon human
sccieties.
l . The consequences of peace and violcht
ainflict tor soiieti.:..s anc their culturns
e. Major dot elopments in societies as welT
as chalging patterns such as those
relatec to claw., ethnicity, rill'e and
gende:

I. 2. Recognixe dui historical
umlerstanding is vlevant and valuable in
their own lives and for participating in
lai al, state, national and glistul
communities.
R. 3. Recognize the importance of nine,
ideas, institutions, peoile, places. culture
and events in understanding iargef

historical etterns
D. 4. Evaluire the influence oh contesi
upon isistorical understondin4.

-

------

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

.

C. All Alaska studenb will develop
the skills and processes of historical
ir .u.1
K

X

X

.

C l Use apptoprixx -chnology to
il(cess, retneve, ()I-vatic acid present
historical information.

C. 2. Use histerical data from a variety of
pronary resninces

t ....t Appiy thinkirth ',kills such as
classt tying. iritetpreling, analyt,ing,
summarizing, synt testliag and
evaluating to undermand histet a.al

Use mi.reficho to retriew intormati:m from
Histerica: Libia [yr.

Use technotoy to devdep final products 1A
vid;:o tape/sassette :ape/leveapaper about
Wi-kersharn.
Lse transcrii4s/diaries/phutographics at
Historical Liblat y to AaLlIcr information to be
inducled in tom! pi olocts.
CmIduct research i e. learn enough about judge
Wickersl.am am) th., Wickersham l-Lutise to lie
able to p.oduce final products that are hi:clerically
ilk:Cut ate

rword.
C.4. C.Is historical perspoowe to !solvi .

problems, make decisions and
inulers.and tatter traditions.

D. All Alaska students will thtegrate
historical knowledge with historical
SAN to effectively participate as
citizens and lifelong learners.

_

t: t. Demonstrate :Problcrn solving using
/astory by identify ng issues and
probktns, generating potential solutions,
assessing thc merits of optil,lis, tak*
a.-.(ion and rIalteMITig tl'e 1211Ci-tiVe) es,. ot
----,

aJtions.
1f.2. Define ,: personal Eosition on isstu,s

while understandiag the histk rico)
aspoNts of tha position., and roks
dssumed by others.
ID,3. Recognize and demonstrate that
various issues may require
comprehension of different p)sitions and
rales depending on plate, titre, and
mntext.

BEST COPY MOIL/ASV

Ari its

Standard

Corresponding Project Activities
.

Student/Teacher
Comments

tritial

1

jrg

Nbstery

ixor"

English/Language Arts

Standards
x

A. All Alasxa students will speak
and write well for a variety of

-

oses and audiences.
ideas, caganie.ation, vocabulary, sertence

As ind viducls, writ t` and proient a research
paper.
Present i mai [.roduck as a gr( up,

structure, an personal style.
A2 in writing, demonstrate skills
g.iverning sentence and paragraph
structure stall as grammar, spellins,

As a group, write the overall plan lei
Wic ker,-ta in I iouse,
As individuals, wr te and presmt a researirh

A.1. apply elements of effectiw writing

ald sp:aktng. Time ekrnents include

x

et ntal zillion, and unctuation.
A.3. in speaking, demonstrate skills such

a; volume, intonation, ald clarity.
.r%

x

AA. wnte and &per k well to inform, to
descrit,e, to entertain, te persuade, Ind to
clarify thinking, and in a variety of
formats inchtcling lechrical
communication
A.S. rum% udtt and publish their own
writing as approprhay

2.pc: r.

Individuals ,:artic pate in presenting final
product: as a group..
individiois present their rescrirch papers.
heal product presentations.
',individual prestmratimu of research paps,.

°Individual murk on tesearela papers

Pub1i4inz; inhumation abou: Wiilxrsli,m on
the Phoenix Home Page.
Information abou final products published on
Phoenix I tome l'ag.,.

A.C. wien approriate, use visual
techniques to corninuncate ideas These
tnay irclude role playing, body language.
mitne, sign :anguage, graphics, Bnnlle,
crt, and dance.
A.T. be able to commuricate ideas using
varied tools of electronic technology.

Uroduce final producis including videotape.
cacsette tape. and newspaper using a variety ol
hardware, software. and media

3E31 CuP

evcluatc their own speaking and
writing and that of others, using hig'a
s andaxls
A.

B. All Alaska students will be
competent aud thoughtful readers,
listeners, and viewers of literature,
Wchnical materials and a variety of
other :nformatien.
comprehend ineanhig from written
text aril oral and visual informatior by
applying a variety of reading, listen og,
and viewing strategies. These inelnie
choret. context, and vocabulary eut.
reading, critical viewing and ranive
1.stent rig.

rellect on, analy4e, and evaluate a
wide variety ot oral, written,. and visaal
information and oxperiences such as
417,
thstoissions,

Fvaluate presentations of rewarch papert.
Fvtiluate group presentaions of final products.

reading/viewing primary
* Conduct research
and setundary soures of histtny, toirrent
demographics on tourism, and state -eports.

Use information gletund fro, a restait c.l, io
produce final produt ts that are historically
accuratt./taci _tat.

te,Imit al material!, and
literature,
relate what they view, rea,t, anti hear
ti prat:twit! purposes in then own IRA-, to
the tan rid outside themseives and to
-rie-n es.
other texts :.ncl

All Alaska students will irbmtify
and select from multiple strategies in
order to complete protects
indevendently and cooperatively.
C.

C.I, wake c:toiLe!: about proyects atter
exarni lin a ran e of possibtlitics.

tfli1i,T. a prom t by.
a. understanding ditections,
b making and keeping deadline:t,
seeking. Felecting, and using relevaiit

t: 2

.-esou-ces.

Jiscuss necls (or pioducts with f.',/tGA On-tor
and 1-iccidc which In ptir,ue.
Pamiliarity ii h cverall pror.:1
Ability to set and meet deadlines.
Resen:h conducted using available teso

Indiv:dual itudents maintain a Research
Notebook.

'.3 seloct and use attpropricte de(:isionX

making precesses.
set high standards for project quality.

Thorough jut, of ,:eseal,:h.

Aim far high qua'ity end pmduct Oistomal
accuracy, creativity of format, and tc!chnical
integrity).

BEST Copy AVAILARr

harticbate ir small grot-p training.
Actrvdy participate In group discussions and
work
Communicates well MO grow)

CS. when working on collaborative
proieets
a. take rospoTsibility for indiv dnat
cintributions to projects.

X

b. sliar ideas and workloads,
incorporatin3 individual talents and
ferspective,...
L. work eifortively with nt her: as active
partici %ants and as responsive audierwet.
d. ovaluatk: the pa1CeStit> and work of self
and of other:.

D. All Alwika students will think
logically and reflectively in order to
present and explain positkns, based
On relevant and reliable information,
a I. develop a pi eation Dy:
a letlei Lit% on personal experiences,
,r knowledge, and new iiii,,riniunon
1, formulating arid refirinp, trtestioas,
t. idelutilying a vanety Of pertinent
-OurcL:i of information.

d analyiing and tynthe3izine,
information
detkrai inin; authors' purp iscs
D.2 evaluate the validity, obrctivity,
ieliability, loci quality r f info-illation
read, heard, and seen.
It 3. r, ve credit and cite rvferences
,

X

0

A , trorioolv.
0 4. c:.-piatnund defenc a pottttson .tro Ily.
in writing, and will vitAial aidu ar

I ndwirdual annoi,- tod b Nit igraphy

Individual ,tr.!sehtation til rt...oach paper

ra 1 coffin.
E. All Alaska students will
anderstand and respect other people's
perspectives in order to communicate

,

.

effectively.
_

E.1. use informatkw and literature of
.nany types and cultures, both oral and
written, to understand self and others.
E.2. wialuato content from speaker's or
ili Iho:'s point of view.

.nt..!

P

","A

-.:1,-1

.

* During, rf..warch undeNtand di fiarq1Celt
between Wickersham's/At wolkd's aixoluits of
events.

74.

tt".fl fl

,-
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-

°-A.,

r,.

-

£3.. recognize bias in all -mins of
communication.
E 4. recognize communkation styles in

tUferent cultures znd their poscihle
effects on others.

1

-----
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